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Introduction
A burning question in the theology-science discussion is: how is the knowledge provided
by the sciences related to what theology is telling us. Are these conflicting matters or do
they supplement each other? Or are they completely disjunct, as some people say,
because science is dealing with facts of reality and theology only with ethics and
existential issues? Should science and theology be understood as completely different
perspectives or as different language-games? In fact one encounters all kinds of opinions.
To elucidate this matter especially concerning knowledge and understanding of the
person, I will first discuss the situation in social sciences, and especially pay attention to
the fact that also inside these sciences there is (or rather was a heated debate between
conflicting perspectives or approaches. Then I will analyse what's going on in theological
antropology.
The central question to be answered is: If theology is dealing with real and general
behaviour of man, why should this be excluded from research in the social sciences?
1. The approaches in social sciences
Though we encounter in the social sciences different approaches in the study of man,
skirmishes and debates inside the methodology about the correct scientific method have
diminished. In recent years several authors have argued that the two main approaches,
the one akin to the natural sciences and the other hermeneutics (the term for all kinds of
interpretative methods) are not exclusive alternatives but should supplement each other.
Charles Taylor, for instance, defended a "peaceful coexistence in psychology" between the
two main kinds of research[1]. There are two stances on the part of the researcher
towards the world and therefore two epistemologies. One of what one might call brute
data, that is, data which are available without any personal discernment or interpretation
on the part of the observer. The second requires interpretation; in the domain of the latter
epistemology disputes are settled by data of interpretation. The classical model and its
stance of objectification has its natural place in the domain of psycho-physical studies, the
hermeneutic model is the natural approach to the explanation of motivated performance.
So the two approaches are indispensable since they deal with two different but real
fundamental structures of man. Reversely spoken, apparently there are different
structures of man which require for investigation different concomitant approaches.

One can indeed agree with this plea for peaceful coexistence not only in psychology but
in other social sciences as well. However, an important question remains. Are there only
those main approaches practised in current science for the inquiry of human beings?
Couldn't it be that there is another basic structure which cannot be investigated and even
seen by the current approaches because it requires a different stance and a new
approach?
2. Biblical anthropology
In fact theology can draw the attention to a new and most basic structure, and a
concomitant new distinct approach. Many theologies assert that they deal with real
characteristics of man; characteristics which manifest themselves in basic behaviour.
Theology then is not only a reflection on ethical and existential issues, it is essentially
more: it concerns a basic structure of man. Thus it is put forward that basically each
human being is a unique person, ís a "name". Therefore each individual is -- consciously
or not -- eager to be a unique self, and this manifests itself and can in principle be seen in
all his or her behaviour. As a unique person he or she is essentially related to the other,
but this relation is often fundamentally disturbed. In that case the existence of man is
fundamentally disturbed.
Theology reflects these characteristics, as belonging to the most basic structure of
man, on the basis of the biblical documents. Now the crucial question is: what is the kind
of cognition by which these biblical documents came into being, and by which that alleged
most basic structure of man can still be known?
Karl Barth emphasizes, on the basis of an analysis of the special form and content of
the biblical documents, that this fundamental reality of man can merely be known through
revelation[2]. However, we should bear in mind that the traditional term "revelation", used
here by Barth, has nothing esoterical or irrational. For, according to Barth's analysis (esp.
in ChD I/1, Chapter 2), biblical revelation is quite simple an act of cognition with a definite
structure. This cognition is exceptional only in that sense that it has an exceptional
structure. This cognition requires namely a special relationship between what reveals itself
and the cognitive subject. It requires that both (in epistemological terms: subject and
object) are completely involved, both participate completely in the cognitive event. It
requires the most radical departure from the subject-object separation[3].
The peculiar structure of this cognition entails that this knowledge does not concern
aspects of man but the person itself, that man is and what man is, the reality of man, man
as he or she is called by name. All other kinds of knowledge concern aspects of man. This
causes Barth, in ChD III/2 (p.23-25), to make a sharp distinction between the factual
sciences of man (e.g. biology, psychology, sociology) on the one hand, and theological
anthropology on the other. The sciences in their present shape only concern themselves
with (real) aspects, possibilities, (what Barth calls) "phenomena of the human"
("Phänomene des Menschlichen"), which can be studied with current methods. But the
socalled "reality of man" ("die Wirklichkeit des Menschen") lies outside the scope of the
factual sciences of man.

3. Four possible relations in social sciences
It can easily be understood that indeed this basic reality of man lies outside the scope of
current scientific research.
For, as discussed, being a person means to exist in a most intimate relationship with an
other. Therefore this basic reality of man can only be seen and investigated by an
(epistemic) relation having the same structure. That exceptional epistemological relation
does not exist in current science. The main approaches actually practised in science (e.g.
those mentioned above concerning psychology) arise from stances and relations of a
fundamental different kind, as I will analyse below.
The two crucial questions are now:
1. How is the exceptional kind of cognition, dealt with in biblical anthropology, related to
the kinds of cognition used in current science? and more important:
2. Is this cognition excluded from science, or can it in principle be dealt with in science
too?
In order to answer these questions I will first analyse all the different relations which
are in principle possible in science at the experiential level.
It can easily be seen that there can exist four and only four qualitatively different
relations between the epistemic subject and the cognised object: in the cognitive event
subject and object -- either are completely distinct (R0), or are essentially linked (R1), or
they overlap partially (R2), or both participate completely (R3)[4].
We have the first relation R0 in the classical approach; the empirical object is studied as
an object in the true sense of the word. In this approach the influence of the act of
observation is excluded or can be neglected.
The second relation R1 (the epistemic subject and the object are indissolubly linked) is
at work in those social studies that make use of measuring instruments like questionnaires
and structured interviews. Measuring results (responses) are essentially relative to the
context of the researcher.
We are dealing with the third relation R2, i.e. epistemic subject and object partly
overlap, when the researcher makes use of unstructured interviews and discussions, to
disclose at least partly the private world of the object of study. It is precisely in
hermeneutics that we have this relation. The researcher needs to interpret meaningful
behaviour, or speach acts, or texts produced by the researched. This requires that the
researcher to some extent has to participate in the world of the researched, otherwise it is
impossible to acquire information of this aspect of man. So, a partly involvement is
necessary to elicit information that would not be available otherwise.
So these three relations and concomitant main approaches are to be found in current
science. Apparently three, so in fact one more than the two mentioned in section 1.
We are dealing with the fourth relation R3 when the researcher (the epistemic subject)
and the researched (the empirical object) are both totally involved; they participate both
completely in the cognitive event. Therefore this kind of knowledge necessarily concerns
the researched as such completely and not some aspect of it. So reversely spoken, this

approach is required, nót when we are interested in some property or aspect, or in
information concerning motivated and self-interpretated performance; it is required when
the existence of the person as such is at stake and we therefore need to know what the
researched as such is or could be. From the analysis in the previous section it appears that
it is this fourth relation and the concomitant cognition which is crucial in theology.
By this analysis we see how exactly the three main kinds of cognition in current science
and the cognition crucial in theology are related. Now we face the second question: can
this cognition and concomitant relation be realised in science as well? Is it in principle
possible that the most basic structure of man, being a unique person manifesting itself
only in a most intimate personal relationship, can be investigated by social sciences?
4. Social sciences and the basic structure of the person
The analyses given demostrate that the cognition at stake in theology is just a kind of
cognition. This cognition only requires a specific relation -- at the experiential level -between the researcher and the researched. When such a relation is realised and the
cognition results in documents, these documents can be studied objectively, as required in
any scientific investigation. In principle there is no reason whatsoever, why this relation
could not be realised in science.
There are already indications inside social sciences which hint at this further
development in science. I can only mention three of them very concisely:
a. There seems to be a growing consciousness inside social sciences that real matters,
such as the uniqueness of the person, the essential privacy and freedom necessary to
enable self-revealing in personal relationships, should be investigated.
b. Recently some researchers in the field of social psychology, Van Beinum et al., used
my analysis of the four possible relations between subject and object[5], in order to
understand all possible kinds of research in the social sciences[6]. These authors are in
particular interested in action research, and one can indeed (as they do) conceive action
research as an example of the approach belonging to the fourth and most fundamental
relation: It requires total involvement of both subject and object and it aims at the
researched object as such and its liberation.
c. As a precursor of the needed change in science one could consider Kierkegaard. In
his psychological study, The sickness unto death, based on assiduous observations of
human behaviour, Kierkegaard concentrates his full attention on a fundamental sickness of
man, viz. despair. He concludes that in their behaviour people show -- although often in a
veiled manner -- that they are suffering from this disease. This disease is not something
incidental, but concerning man's self. The authentic form of this sickness is "wanting in
despair to be oneself"[7]. In the second (more theological) part of the book Kierkegaard
equals this despair with sin. And faith now is defined by Kierkegaard as "that state in
which there is no despair at all: in relating itself to itself and in wanting to be itself, the
self is grounded transparently in the power which established it"[8]. Then the relations
constituting the self are not any longer disturbed. Then the self is free.

5. Consequences
Although the sciences do not yet deal with this reality and knowledge, in principle they
can. Of course this demands a further development of the sciences. It requires that they
attune themselves to the knowledge with the mentioned exceptional structure. If they do
so, this implies that in a sense science will then become theology, because traditionally
theology is the discipline dealing with this specific reality and knowledge. It is remarkable
that this was already seen in 1932 and stated by Barth at the very start of his whole
Church Dogmatics: "In reality theology does not find itself in possession of special keys for
special doors! [...] All the sciences at their acme could be theology", and if this happens,
and it wíll happen says Barth, it will "render a separate theology superfluous" (ChD I/1,
pp.4-6, 316; KD 3-5, 291).
From their theological perspective, Barth and recently the Dutch theologian Breukelman
have seen that there is a fundamental defiency in modern science, a blind spot! Barth
writes (ChD I/1 pp.4,6; KD 3,5): "... the other sciences have not recognised and assumed
the task of theology as their own". Therefore "the separate existence of theology signifies
a special measure ("eine Notmassnahme") ". And Breukelman also says that the misery of
modern social sciences is that they should deal with the basic reality of man, but they
don't do that[9].
It is a misery indeed, because social sciences have an enormous impact on our society.
So, not seeing and not dealing with the most fundamental reality of man must have
important consequences, as well for the individual as for society.
I conclude, that social sciences and theology are actually separated, because they are
simply dealing with quite different structures of man. However, this separation is not
necessary, on the contrary. What is necessary and also possible is a further development
of science, a new approach, and a new stance of the scientific researcher to the
researched. This was already seen by Barth from his theological perspective. It can now
be understood on the basis of an analysis of a. the four possible relations and concomitant
structures, b. the approaches in current science, c. the structure of cognition in theology.
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